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Abstract
This paper compares two …nancial accelerator models by analyzing their respective
cyclical characteristics of the external …nance premium and its implications for the
equity premium. We answer the question posed by Gomes, Yaron and Zhang (2003)
- Can the desirable business cycle implications of …nancial accelerator models be reconciled with the empirically observed cyclical characteristics of the …nance premium
and an “ampli…ed” equity premium? We show that the answer is yes. We thereby
contradict the claim of Gomes et al and note that their result is not general.
We constrast the result of Gomes et al with a di¤erent …nancial accelerator model
by Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (2000). In that model two key assumptions are different and the asset pricing results are in line with the facts. The two key assumptions
are (i) …rms have self-…nancing (leverage) ratios that are sensitive to changes in capital
prices and (ii) a broad group of …rms are potentially credit constrained.
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Introduction

This paper was inspired by “Asset Prices and Business Cycles with Costly External Finance”
by Gomes, Yaron and Zhang (2003) (hereafter GYZ) and the issues they investigate. Firstly,
are models of the …nancial accelerator consistent with the external …nance premium that we
observe empirically? Secondly, are the implications for the equity premium reasonable?
Their answer is no on both these questions, and they thereby cast some doubts on the
existing …nancial accelerator literature.
The main claims of their paper are the following: In …nancial accelerator models, the
external …nance premium shoots o¤ and peaks at the impact of a positive technology shock,
driven by the increase in marginal product of capital. By using this procyclical characteristic
of the …nance premium their model can explain a small part (less than one hundreth (1/100))
of the equity premium puzzle. But, GYZ then note that the empirically observed …nance
premium is countercyclical (or at best acyclical), so the class of models that includes a
…nancial accelerator are incorrect in that they predict a counterfactual (procyclical) …nance
premium.
In the present paper we show that the GYZ result, that …nancial accelerator models
generate a procyclical …nance premium, is not robust. Nor is the link they claim between
a procyclical …nance premium and an “ampli…ed” equity premium robust. GYZ’s results
depends crucially on strong assumptions made only in models in the tradition of Carlstrom
and Fuerst (1997) (hereafter CF).1
In fact, there is a large strand of …nancial accelerator models that are consistent with
the empirics in the two dimensions that GYZ explore. Any model where (i) …rms have self…nancing (leverage) ratios that are sensitive to changes in capital prices and (ii) a broad group
of …rms are potentially credit constrained, will generate a countercyclical …nance premium
that in turn ampli…es the equity premium. This strand of …nancial accelerator literature
builds on Bernanke and Gertler (1989) and Kiyotaki and Moore (1997).
It should be noted that the present paper is very much in the spirit of GYZ: We use
two asset pricing dimensions (…nance premium cyclicality and the implied equity premium)
to evaluate the empirical success of two business cycle models with …nancing frictions.
The present paper is also related to the more general literature on equity premium in
production economies. Two papers in this genre are Jermann (1998) and Boldrin, Christiano
and Fisher (2001). The aim of both of these papers is to explain the equity premium puzzle
by introducing habit formation in the utility of consumption. We note an important insight
from Jermann (1998): An equity premium in the neighborhood of the empirically observed
1

GYZ used the CF model without any changes, so we consider these two papers to be the same model,
denoted the CF/GYZ model.
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value (roughly 6 percent), can not be generated in a general equilibrium production economy
unless we construct the model such that consumers have a strong preference for smoothing
consumption and this smoothing is prevented by some friction. In the present paper we
use standard time-separable preferences and low values of risk aversion, so we know from
the start that the …rst of these conditions is not satis…ed. Accordingly, we are not able to
quantitatively match the observed equity premium. Our quantitative goal is therefore more
modest - simply to get a equity premium generated in part by a countercyclical …nance
premium.
We contrast the CF/GYZ model with the model by Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist
(2000) (BGG). The aspect of the two models that we treat …rst is the cyclical characteristics
of the …nance premium. We do this in section 2. Secondly, we study the implications of these
cyclical characteristics for generating an “ampli…ed” equity premium in section 3. Section
4 presents a simulation of the BGG model where we quantify the results for the equity
premium. Finally, section 5 concludes.

2

A tale of two models - the cyclicality of the …nance
premium

In this section, we contrast the BGG and CF/GYZ models regarding their implications
for the cyclicality of the …nance premium. The basic fact is presented in Figure 1: The
BGG model implies a countercyclical …nance premium, while the CF/GYZ model implies a
procyclical premium.2 In the …gure, we also plot the empirically observed …nance premium.
This …gure is equivalent to …gure 5 in GYZ, but with the BGG simulation result added. GYZ
presented “…gure 5” as their key evidence against models of costly external …nance. This
seems to be an overstatement - the …gure only shows major discrepancy between the speci…c
model they studied (CF/GYZ) and the data. The BGG model …t the data reasonably well.3
2
That the BGG model generates a countercyclical …nance premium is not a new observation, with some
work it can be seen from the original article.
3
This result is robust to alternative measurements of the …nance premium.
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Figure 1. Source: For BGG, author’s simulation. See section 4 and the Appendix for
details. For CF/GYZ and data, GYZ. Technology shocks where used in both models. The
empirical …nance premium (labeled "Data") is measured as the spread between Aaa and
Baa corporate bonds.
The remaining part of this section explains why the two models have opposite results
in this respect. Informally, the main point is that in the CF/GYZ model, the self-…nancing
ratio of the …rm is una¤ected by capital price changes, so in an economic upturn increased
investment must correspond to increased borrowing and thereby increased risk of default,
4

which leads to an increased …nance premium. In BGG, this link between investment and
the …nance premium is modi…ed by the e¤ect that cyclical variation in the price of capital
has on the self-…nancing ratio (and thereby default risk) of …rms. Secondly, as we will see,
it is pivotal which …rms are credit constrained.
The notation is as follows. Capital letters refer to BGG, and lower case letters to
CF/GYZ.4 Equations will be denoted by the letters a (BGG) and b (CF/GYZ) respectively.
All prices are in units of the …nal good.

2.1

The Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist model

We start by analyzing the BGG model. The model has three types of agents: households,
intermediate goods producers and retailers. Retailers are merely a modeling device to allow
price rigidities. They bundle together intermediate goods and transform them into …nal
goods. The model revolves around the intermediate goods producers who are considered
to be the potentially credit constrained entrepreneurs (throughout the paper we will call
the credit constrained …rms’owners “entrepreneurs”). The credit constraints and associated
agency problems accordingly have a very broad reach in BGG.
Final goods can be used either for consumption or as capital in production, although
there are adjustment costs related to installing capital. The household’s problem is very
standard and we will therefore skip the derivation of the standard Euler equation.
The remaining part of this section will focus on the intermediate goods producing entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs are risk-neutral and maximize:
"1
#
X
Eo
( )t Cte
(1a)
t=0

where is the normal discount factor and the extra discounting made by entrepreneurs
due to a constant risk of dying. Cte denotes entrepreneurial consumption.
The entrepreneurs produce a homogenous wholesale good in a competitive market using
the production function:
Yt = At Kt Lt1
(2a)
where Yt ; At ; Kt and Lt denote output, technology level, capital and labor input respectively.
The law of motion for capital includes standard adjustment costs that depends on the
investment/capital KI ratio:
Kt+1 =
4

It
Kt

Kt + (1

)Kt

(3a)

With the exception of the …nance premium (gross risky within-period interest rate), Rd , in CF/GYZ.
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where

is the depreciation rate of capital.

The price of capital, Q, is pinned down by the replacement cost:
Qt =

It
Kt

0

1

(4a)

The marginal product of capital, M P K, is derived in the standard way from the production function, equation (2a). The return to capital, Rk , consists of the M P K and the
capital gain:
M P Kt+1 + Qt+1 (1
)
k
= Et
Et Rt+1
(5a)
Qt
We can get the full expression for the demand for capital by substituting in for Q and
M P K. Note that because of constant returns to scale (CRS) we can easily aggregate all
entrepreneurs and treat them as one unit (e.g. regarding the demand for capital). Individual
k
entrepreneurial return is also a¤ected by idiosyncratic risk, so that ex post return is ! j Rt+1
.
j
To analyze supply of investment capital consider …rm j with capital stock Kt+1
and net
j
worth Nt+1 . The supply of capital can be described by the required return when lending

to …rm j, which is s
ratio,

j
Nt+1
j
Qt Kt+1

j
Nt+1
j
Qt Kt+1

f
Rt+1
. s is a decreasing function that maps the self-…nancing

, into the external …nance premium. The intuition for the …nance premium,

s, is that the higher the self-…nancing ratio is, the lower is the probability of default and
f
therefore the lower the …nance premium (more on this below). Rt+1
is the risk-free interest
rate between period t and t + 1 and is determined by the household’s problem.
Combining demand and supply of capital we get the equation for equilibrium in the
capital market:
!
j
n
o
Nt+1
k;j
f
Rt+1
(6a)
Et Rt+1 = s
j
Qt Kt+1

k;j
j
.5
where Rt+1
is the return to capital of …rm j, and the …rm’s net worth is Nt+1

Net worth is equal to the gross return to capital times the value of the capital used,
minus the gross interest rate times the amount borrowed6 :
!
R!
k
!dF
(!)R
Q
K
t t 1 t
0
Nt+1 = Rtk Qt 1 Kt
Rtf +
(Qt 1 Kt Nt )
(7a)
Qt 1 Kt Nt
5

The production technology is CRS, so it is actually the increasing …nance premium (note that
j
Kt+1

j
Nt+1
.

that makes equation (6a) yield a unique
for …rm j, given the …rm’s net worth
6
Here we abstract from the exogenous entreprenuerial death that is part of the BGG model.
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@s
@Kt+1

> 0)

where is the fraction of the capital (gross value) of the …rm that is lost in case of bankruptcy and the integral over !, the idiosyncratic productivity, represents the probability of
default.7 ! is the default threshold (the lower bound for solvency) for the …rm. The positive
probability
of costly bankruptcy is the ultimate cause of the …nance premium. The fraction
R!
k
0 !dF (!)Rt Qt 1 Kt
is the expected default costs divided by the amount borrowed, i.e. the
Qt 1 Kt Nt 1
mechanism that drives s.8 We note that bankruptcy costs are proportional, so it is straight
forward to aggregate also the supply of capital.
We will not derive the optimal contract that gives rise to the …nance premium, but
simply note than in an environment with costly monitoring the optimal type of contract is
standard risky debt for which monitoring only takes place in case of default.9 We note that
the BGG and CF/GYZ models are very similar in this respect - the …nance premium in both
models are caused by the fact that a fraction of a …rm’s value is lost in monitoring costs in
case of default. The mapping from net worth to …nance premium is therefore basically the
same in both models.
Let us now study the e¤ects of a technology shock on the …nance premium in the BGG
model using equilibrium condition (6a) and de…nitions (5a) and (7a). Equation (6a) holds
at the end of period t when investment, It , (or, equivalently Kt+1 ) is chosen at the capital
price Qt , net worth is Nt+1 and the values for M P Kt+1 and Qt+1 has not yet been realized
(see the Appendix for an illustration of the timing protocol).
Proposition 1. Technology shocks imply a countercyclical external …nance premium in
the BGG model.
Intuition: A positive technology shock at the beginning of period t makes M P Kt increase
and thereby increases Qt and, by a lagged version of (5a), Rtk . The increase of Rtk results in
an increase of Nt+1 , by (7a). The impact on investment occurs at the end of period t when
equation (6a) is applicable: There have been changes on the LHS (increase in M P Kt+1 ), but
due to leverage, i.e. the
the dominating force is the increase in the self-…nancing ratio QNt Kt+1
t+1
value of the loans does not change with the price of capital, so net worth increases more than
proportionally with Q. We call this the leverage e¤ect. The increase in the self-…nancing
ratio QNt Kt+1
results in a decrease of s ( ), i.e. a countercyclical …nance premium. Because of
t+1
the decreased cost of borrowing, investment It (or equivalently Kt+1 ) increases to make (6a)
7
8

Clearly ! is dependentRon the …rm’s self-…nancing (leverage) ratio.
To be explicit: Rtf +

s=1+

!
0

R!
k
0 !dF (!)Rt Qt 1 Kt
Qt 1 Kt Nt 1
Rtf

!dF (!)Rtk Qt 1 Kt
Qt 1 Kt Nt 1

= sRtf or equivalently,

9
See Gale and Hellwig (1985) and Townsend (1979) for the general case and BGG, GYZ or CF for speci…c
details.
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k
hold. Adjustment costs will then push up Qt (and down Rt+1
) and the equality is restored.10

The above result, a countercyclical …nance premium, always holds in the BGG model,
regardless of the type of shock that drives the economy. This property is illustrated in the
following table of contemporaneous correlations between the …nance premium and GDP.
Shock
Technology
Monetary Policy
Government Expenditure

Correlation
-0.79
-0.81
-0.95

Table 1. Correlation between the …nance premium and GDP.
Source: Author’s simulation. See section 4 and the Appendix for details.

2.2

The Carlstrom and Fuerst / Gomes, Yaron and Zhang model

In the CF/GYZ model there are also three type of agents: households, …nal goods producers
and capital goods producers. In this model, it is the capital goods producers that are credit
constrained and thereby play the key role.11 We note that here the credit constraints apply
only to this small and rather special group. The problems of the households and …nal goods
producers are standard and will not be described here.
Instead, this section describes the problem of the capital goods producers (we call them
entrepreneurs). Each such producer maximizes:
"1
#
X
Eo
( )t cet
t=0

where the notation is identical to BGG described above.
Net wealth of entrepreneurs evolves in two steps (subperiods), see the Appendix for
an illustration of the timing protocol. In subperiod 1 the aggregate productivity shock is
realized, capital prices determined and …nal goods productions takes place using capital and
labor as inputs. For the entrepreneurs this subperiod merely consists of collecting factor
incomes from 1 unit of labor and aet units of capital:
nt = wte + rt aet + qt (1
10

)aet

(2b)

Note that neither Proposition 1 or 2 (which is stated below) depend on the assumption of constant
returns to scale (CRS) technology - both results remain qualitatively unchanged with decreasing returns.
But CRS is required for simple aggregation.
11
To compare the two models, note that GYZ’s capital producers are a strict subset of BGG’s intermediate
goods producers (if we classify …rms by type of output) as they do not produce consumption goods.
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i.e. net wealth nt is equal to labor income wte plus net capital income rt aet and the value of
undepreciated capital qt (1
)aet .
In subperiod 2 all of nt is invested in the entrepreneur’s own …rm. The entrepreneur
then supplements his net worth with external debt, it nt , and make a total investment of it
j
(corresponding to Qt Kt+1
in BGG). The role of the capital goods producers is to “convert”
…nal goods to capital goods. The production technology yields ! t it units of capital goods
output with it units of …nal goods as input. ! t is an idiosyncratic productivity shock with
mean 1. The within-period external gross risky interest rate is Rtd
qt 1 + rtl ; where rtl
d
(and thereby Rt ) is endogenously determined by the contracting problem (see below). In
equilibrium, Rtd will also be the internal return to entrepreneurial within-period investment.12
The resulting budget constraint for subperiod 2 is:
qt aet+1 + cet = qt ! t it

1 + rtl (it

nt )

(3b)

where the LHS represents expenditures and the RHS is the net income. CF assume that
capital is not an input in the entrepreneurial production process and that investment and
loans are within-period (so there is no need for any capital stock). This results in q being
constant (=qt ) during the time period that entrepreneurs are exposed to leveraged swings
in the price of capital.13 The result of this characteristic is that capital gains are separated
from entrepreneurial activity and, as opposed to in BGG, there is no (positive) e¤ect on the
self-…nancing ratio, ni ; from capital gains as q increases (because the …nancing capacity of
the entrepreneur is unchanged). In other words, there is no leverage e¤ect.
We are now ready to derive the capital market equilibrium equation in CF/GYZ. By
substituting the above two budget constraints, (2b) and (3b), into the maximization problem
(1b) we arrive at the capital market equation, which is the Euler equation for the entrepreneurs:
1=

Et

rt+1 + qt+1 (1
qt

)

d
Rt+1

(4b)

d
where the within-period gross risky interest rate is Rt+1
and the fraction inside the parenthesis is the gross between-period return to capital. r is the net return to capital (i.e. M P K)
and is the depreciation rate. q is pinned down by the replacement cost, just as in BGG.14 To
intuitively understand (4b) we note that entrepreneurs receive two returns from postponing

n
o
k;j
This is equivalent to BGG where the 1-period return, Et Rt+1
, is determined (in equilibrium) by the
…nance premium s() in equation (6a).
13
Thanks to Amir Yaron for pointing out this timing di¤erence between the two models.
14
Although the replacement cost of capital here, but not in BGG, is a function of …nancial variables
because the capital producers are …nancially constrained entrepreneurs.
12
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consumption one period: …rst the between-period return to capital and then, in period t + 1,
d
.15
the within-period internal return to entrepreneurial investment which is equal to Rt+1
d
d
An expression for the endogenous …nance premium Rt+1
can be derived yielding Rt+1
=
where ! is the default threshold and g(!) is the fraction of net output that goes
!
to the lender. Note that the ratio g(!)
must be increasing in !, as g(!) increases less than
proportionally with ! because of increasing monitoring costs. So, the lower the self-…nancing
ratio is, and thereby the higher the default threshold !, the higher is the default premium.
!
,
g(!)

We are now ready to draw the conclusion from the above setup. The proposition below
in itself is not new. The important contribution of this section is the analysis of which
assumptions, or characteristics, that are needed to get the procyclical …nance premium of
the CF/GYZ model.
Proposition 2. Technology shocks imply a procyclical external …nance premium in the
CF/GYZ model.
Intuition: Following a positive productivity shock, investment demand increases and drives
up qt . As we noted above in the discussion of (3b), because of the absence of entrepreneurial
capital stock, the increase in qt has no direct impact on the self-…nancing ratio ni (no leverage
e¤ect). Secondly, the increased price of capital, which results in increased within-period
internal return to investment for entrepreneurs leads to increased entrepreneurial investment,
it .
The above two factors: (i) the absence of any leverage e¤ect and (ii) the increase in it due
to increased within-period internal return, jointly cause a decrease in the self-…nancing ratio
n
which implies a higher probability of default and accordingly a higher external …nance
i
premium. In conclusion, the …nance premium increases following a positive productivity
shock in CF/GYZ.
Over time, the higher internal return yields increased n so that the self-…nancing ratio,
increases and the agency costs decreases.16 This will result in the …nance premium Rd
falling back to its original level.
n
,
i

2.3

Comparison of the two models and the cyclicality of their
…nance premia

In this section we have seen that the two models yield opposite results regarding the cyclicality of the …nance premium: In BGG the premium is countercyclical and in CF/GYZ the
15

We can see the rough equivalency between the two models’ capital market equilibrium equations (6a)
and (4b). This requires some work because (4b) is from the perspective of the entrepreneurs, while (6a) is
from the “outside” investor perspective.
16
A decrease of entrepreneurial consumption due to the increased return to (entrepreneurial) investment
also contributes to the increase in n.
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premium is procyclical. Intuition for both these results have been given and the BGG result
has been con…rmed in simulation as reported in Figure 1a, Figure 1b and Table 1.
The result of the CF/GYZ model hinges on two characteristics: i) entrepreneurs’self…nancing ratios are not directly a¤ected by shocks to the price of capital, because they have
no capital stock, and ii) procyclical investment induces countercyclical self-…nancing ratios
and thereby a procyclical …nance premium.
BGG instead assumes that entrepreneurs own capital and issue debt, and therefore their
self-…nancing ratios are a¤ected by the price of capital (the leverage e¤ect) and this e¤ect will,
for any reasonable parameterization, dominate and create procyclical self-…nancing ratios.
k
using
For illustration purposes we can use (5a) from the BGG setup (substituting in for Rt+1
(6a)) to compare the two models following a shock.
!
j
Nt+1
M P Kt+1 + Qt+1 (1
)
f
Et
Rt+1
=s
j
Qt
Qt Kt+1
In the context of this equation, in BGG the dominant mechanism is the change in net
j
worth Nt+1
and thereby the self-…nancing ratio

j
Nt+1
j
Qt Kt+1

on the RHS. In CF/GYZ the driving

force is instead the change in M P Kt+1 that will induce the …nance premium s to change in
the same direction.
The CF/GYZ prediction of a procyclical …nance premium is counterfactual. That the
…nance premium is countercyclical, or at best acyclical, has been widely documented by,
among others, GYZ and House (2002). Given this problem with the CF/GYZ model, we
must ask ourselves if there is any other advantage with this model compared to BGG. Maybe
the underlying assumptions are more reasonable in CF/GYZ? Are there strong reasons to
believe that entrepreneurial production does not require any capital stock and instead yield
instantaneous output from investment?

3

Implications for the equity premium

In this section we establish that both the CF/GYZ and the BGG models yield larger equity
premia than the corresponding models without …nancial frictions, in spite of having opposite
results regarding the cyclicality of the …nance premium. We start with the de…nition of
the equity premium. Then we move on to analyze the implications of the cyclical …nance
premium for the equity premium in the two models, taking Propositions 1 and 2 as starting
points.
The equity premium is the extra return, above the risk-free interest rate, that households
require to hold equity. It is generated because risk-averse households need to be compensated
11

for the covariance between equity returns and the stochastic discount factor. We use the
covariances from the CF/GYZ and BGG models, respectively, to determine the ex ante
equity premium, in each model. In this respect we broadly follow GYZ.
Households, which are not subject to any credit constraints, will price equity returns
using the standard consumption-based stochastic discount factor,
u0 (Ct+1 )
u0 (Ct )

Mt+1 =

(8)

In both the CF/GYZ model and the BGG model, households (as opposed to entrepreneurs) are risk-averse, i.e. they have decreasing marginal utility of consumption. So Mt+1 is
decreasing in Ct+1 . Therefore, using the de…nition of Mt+1 , a positive equity premium will
be generated if the covariance between equity returns and consumption is positive.
It is straightforward to derive the unconditional equity premium and then use the uncone
ditional moments to quantify it. Let Rt+1
denote the return to “outside”equity, i.e. equity
held by households (as opposed to by the entrepreneur running the …rm). The arbitrage
condition for the households is:
o
n
f
e
Et Mt+1 Rt+1 = Et Mt+1 Rt+1
(9)
i.e. the discounted return must be the same for equity and risk-free bonds.17 From this
arbitrage condition we can derive the equity premium in the standard way. In our model
f
= EfM1t+1 g as the steady
consumption is stationary, so we have E fMt+1 g = . De…ne Rss
state value of the risk-free interest rate. The resulting expression for the equity premium is:
Equity premium

e
E Rt+1

f
Rss
=

e
Cov(Mt+1 ; Rt+1
)

(10)

k
e
are perfectly correlated in both
At this point it should be noted that Rt+1
and Rt+1
models that we study (details below). We will therefore use the cyclicality (and covariance)
k
of Rt+1
to determine the equity premium.

To get an ampli…ed equity premium we need the …nance premium to generate extra
covariance between the discount factor and the returns to equity, i.e. increase the (negative)
k
k
magnitude of Cov(Mt+1 ; Rt+1
),18 which is roughly speaking equivalent to requiring Rt+1
to
be procyclical, given that Mt+1 is countercyclical. As we will see, the …nance premium will
increase the volatility of both the stochastic discount factor, Mt+1 , and the equity return ,
e
Rt+1
, and thus generate a higher equity premium.
17

We implicitly assume that households hold a positive amount of the risk-free bond, or alternatively that
households do not have to pay the …nance premium s() on a negative bond holding.
18
k
or equivalently Cov(Ct+1 ; Rt+1
) > 0.
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3.1

Equity premium in BGG

Let us now look at the equity premium in the BGG framework. Note that BGG did not
consider traded equity in their model - this is an extension made in the present paper. In this
framework, the model equivalent to equity is the capital of the intermediate goods producers.
Recall that these …rms are the potentially credit constrained ones. This makes introduction
of “outside” equity held by households somewhat particular. There are two quantities we
need to determine to price equity: the equity returns and the appropriate discount factor.
Regarding the returns, we assume that, because of agency problems, households holding
k
. So
equity receive a …xed fraction (less than one) of the entrepreneurial return to capital, Rt+1
the return of insiders (entrepreneurs) and outsiders (households) are perfectly correlated, but
at di¤erent levels. The fraction will be determined by the households’no-arbitrage condition,
equation (9). We make the assumption that only households (and not entrepreneurs) are
allowed to trade outside equity.19 Accordingly we use the stochastic discount factor of the
households to price equity.20
We will use the market for capital to analyze the e¤ects from the …nance premium on the
equity premium. Our aim is to determine the sign of the change generated by the cyclicality
of the equity premium on the covariance between the stochastic discount factor, Mt+1 , and
k
k
).21 In the capital market diagram presented in Figure
, Cov(Mt+1; Rt+1
equity returns, Rt+1
2 the initial equilibrium is at point E1 . With adjustment costs, but without …nancial frictions,
the new equilibrium right after a positive technology shock would be E2 .
From Proposition 1 and Table 1 we know that in BGG the …nance premium will fall when
GDP (denoted Y ) increases. The decrease in the …nance premium a¤ects the intermediate
goods producers positively and yields an extra rightward demand shift in the market for
capital, and Q accordingly increases (see Figure 2, equilibrium point EBGG ).
We have now established that Cov (Yt ; Qt ) > 0. The return to capital holdings, Rtk ,
is mainly driven by capital gains,22 so it follows that Cov Yt ; Rtk > 0. Intuitively Ct
covaries positively with Yt . Technically the requirements for this to happen is that either
the adjustment costs of investment are high enough or the utility function is curved enough.
So we can plausibly establish that Cov Yt ; Rtk > 0 implies Cov Ct ; Rtk > 0 and then,
because of decreasing marginal utility of consumption, Cov(Mt; Rtk ) < 0 and an ampli…ed
equity premium follows. In section 4 we will con…rm the above intuition numerically and
quantify the equity premium numerically.
19

GYZ make the same assumption.
In settings with limited participation the stochastic discount factor of any agent trading the asset can
be used, see e.g. Brav, Constantinides and Geczy (2002).
21
k
Note that it is not trivial that Cov(Mt+1; Rt+1
) < 0 in both BGG and CF/GYZ as is required for a
positive equity premium. The reason for the non-triviality is that the two models have opposite results for
the cyclicality of the …nance premium.
22
You can see the relationship in equation (5a), but we had to con…rm the quantitative result by simulation.
20
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Figure 2. Capital market equilibrium following a positive technology shock.

3.2

Equity premium in CF/GYZ

In the CF/GYZ model, by Proposition 2, we get a procyclical …nance premium if we follow
GYZ and assume that technology shocks is the only type of shocks. Let us use this procyclical
…nance premium to analyze the impact of a technology shock that a¤ects the demand for
capital on the price of capital, Q and the equity premium.
GYZ introduce equity in a simple and elegant way. In the CF/GYZ model they note
the equivalence between the original setup, where …nal goods producing …rms rent capital
from households period by period, and the “equity setup”where these …rms own the capital
they use and households own equity in the …rms.
As the credit constrained entrepreneurs are the producers of capital goods, an increase
in the …nance premium caused (by Proposition 2) by the increased investment that follows
a positive technology shock results in a steeper, kinked supply curve in the market for
capital.23 Therefore, following an increase in the demand for K, Q increases and the increase
in investment is dampened (see Figure 2, equilibrium point ECF ) compared to a model
23

The kink corresponds to the point where entrepreneurs have fully used their internal funds and beyond
which they must start using more expensive external funds.
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without …nancial frictions (point E2 ). In short, driven by a positive technology shock, an
increase in Y will coincide with an extra increase in Q.
Our aim is now to determine the sign of the covariance between equity returns, Rtk , and
consumption, Ct , and in that way see if the …nance premium generates an ampli…ed equity
premium in CF/GYZ. Note that the model equivalent to equity is capital holdings in the …nal
goods producers (not in the credit constrained capital goods producers).24 Therefore equity
returns are given by the standard expression in equation (5a). Above we established that
Cov (Yt ; Qt ) > 0; so we have the same result as in the BGG model, but for the “opposite”
reason: a procyclical …nance premium instead of a countercyclical …nance premium. All
remaining steps in deriving Cov Mt ; Rtk < 0; and thereby an ampli…ed equity premium,
are identical to the reasoning above for the BGG model. GYZ con…rmed this intuition
numerically.

4

Simulation

In this section we will quantify the equity premium generated by the BGG model. The
focus of the simulation will be on the asset returns. For a more complete presentation of the
business cycle properties, see BGG.
The benchmark to measure our results against is GYZ with an equity premium (EP) of
0.022 percent, i.e. 2.2 basis points. They use a standard RBC model with only technology
shocks, but augmented by adjustment costs and the …nance premium. GYZ’s value of the
EP is surprisingly low and almost identical to what Jermann (1998) gets for a standard
frictionless RBC model. At the other end are the empirical estimates of the equity premium
of roughly 6 percent.25
The log-linear system of equations that we use to run the simulation is straight from
BGG (with some typos …xed), and is listed in the Appendix.

4.1

Parametrization

All our parameter values are standard and follow BGG closely, so we will only mention some
key parameters in this section. We will work with two values of the coe¢ cient of relative
risk aversion / the (inverse of) intertemporal elasticity of substitution, ; = 1 and = 5.
The former value of is normally used for business cycle modelling, and the latter value is
closer to micro evidence on risk aversion. The subjective discount factor is = 0:99.
The steady state …nance premium is set to 2 percent annually. Monitoring cost, ,
is set to 0.12, implying that 12 percent of a …rm’s value is destroyed at bankruptcy. In
24
25

This is not a crucial assumption - it is mainly made for simplicity. See GYZ for details.
See Jermann (1998) and Boldrin, Christiano and Fisher (2001)
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combination with a lognormal productivity distribution with variance 0.28 this value of
yields an elasticity of the …nance premium with respect to the self-…nancing ratio, v, of 0.05.
Both government and technology shocks follow AR(1) processes with a = g = 0:95. These
shocks and monetary policy shocks all have a standard deviation of 0.01. Monetary policy
is governed by a Taylor rule with
= 1:5; y = 0 and a interest rate smoothing parameter,
, of 0.9.

4.2

Results

All simulation results are summarized in Table 2 below. Impulse response functions (IRFs)
are plotted in the Appendix. The returns reported have been annualized from the quarterly
output of our model. With only technology shocks we get a very low equity premium,
EP = 0:0093 percent, roughly one basis point. (With = 5 we get EP = 0:14 percent,
i.e. 14 basis points). If we turn o¤ the variation in the …nance premium (with = 1) the
generated equity premium falls to 0:0088, a small decrease. Note that the …nance premium
has an amplifying e¤ect on the equity premium.
With monetary policy as the driving shock, the equity premium increases substantially,
EP = 0:084 percent (8.4 basis points). We note that 1.4 basis points (or 1/6) of this equity
premium is caused by the countercyclical movement in the …nance premium. See Figure A2
for IRFs. The IRFs are another way to see that the …nance premium is countercyclical.
If we instead use government expenditure shocks the result changes drastically, EP =
0:00021 percent. The reason for the negative equity premium in this case, which occurs
independently of the …nance premium, is that private consumption will move in opposite
direction to equity returns following a government shock, see Figure A1 in the Appendix.
In other words, equity has good hedging value in a world of only government expenditure
shocks. If we disable the variation in the …nance premium, the result is EP = 0:00012, a
less negative equity premium than with the …nance premium turned on.
Parameter / Type of Shock
=1
= 1; no variation in …n. premium
=5

Technology
0.0093
0.0088
0.14

Monetary Policy Government
0.084
-0.00021
0.070
-0.00012
0.12
-0.0017

Table 2. Theoretical equity premium (in percent).

5

Summary

In this paper we have shown that the BGG …nancial accelerator model implies a countercyclical …nance premium, which is what we observe in the data. This observation is not new,
but is mainly emphasized because of the confusion that seem to exist in the literature.
16

We showed that the BGG result follows from one key assumption: that …rms have
self-…nancing (leverage) ratios that are sensitive to changes in capital prices. The CF/GYZ
model generates the opposite result, i.e. a procyclical …nance premium. The reason is
that in that model no positive link between capital prices and the self-…nancing ratio of
entrepreneurs exists. CF create this characteristic by letting entrepreneurial production
be instantaneous and not requiring any capital stock. Given the absence of any direct
a¤ect on the self-…nancing ratio, in the CF/GYZ model procyclical investment induces a
countercyclical self-…nancing ratio which implies a procyclical …nance premium.
Secondly, we showed that, through a countercyclical …nance premium, the BGG model
generates a higher equity premium than the corresponding model without …nancial frictions.
The necessary assumption for this result is that a broad26 group of …rms are potentially
credit constrained. CF/GYZ instead assume that only capital goods producers are credit
constrained. This puts the credit constrained entrepreneurs on the supply side in the market
for capital, and makes it possible for a procyclical …nance premium to generate an ampli…ed
equity premium.
We note that the critique of …nancial accelerator models articulated in GYZ only applies
to models with these two particular assumptions. In other words, within the literature of
costly external …nance, only models in the Carlstrom and Fuerst (1997) tradition exhibit the
counterfactual procyclical …nance premium. Furthermore, only for this type of model is an
ampli…ed equity premium associated with a procyclical …nance premium.
Finally we quanti…ed the equity premium generated by the BGG model for di¤erent
shocks and risk aversion values. The resulting equity premium varied from 1 basis point
(half the size of the GYZ result) up to 14 basis points. Only a small part of the equity
premium was driven by the extra volatility created by the countercyclical …nance premium.
To sum up, our main conclusion is that …nancial accelerator models in the tradition of
Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) and Bernanke, Gertler and Gilchrist (2000) display reasonable
asset pricing implications. The BGG model matches the cyclicality of the empirical …nance
premium and makes a small contribution to increasing the equity premium generated by
business cycle models.
26

I.e. not limited to capital producers, but instead primarily including producers who actually use capital
as an input in their production.
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7

Appendix

7.1

The loglinearized equation system used in the simulations

Capital letters denote steady state values and lower case letters log deviations.27
Aggregate demand:
C
I
G
ct + it + gt + yt
Y
Y
Y
(abstracting from entrepreneurial consumption [In the simulations monitoring costs,
also ignored ])
ct = rt+1 + Et fct+1 g
Yt =
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Et rt+1
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c ct
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xt + Et f

=

State variables:
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Monetary Policy Rule and Shock Processes:
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+
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; c = 1= ; l = 1 + 1=5 (where 5 is the inverse wage elasticity),
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yt

Note that a couple of typos from BGG have been corrected. Thanks to Daria Finocchiario for pointing
out one of the typos.
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7.2

Impulse response functions
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Figure A1. Monetary policy shock.
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Figure A2. Government expenditure shocks.
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7.3
7.3.1

Illustration of timing protocol
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Figure A3. BGG timing.

7.3.2
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Figure A4. CF timing.
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